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THE LAB

At the Lab we envision mainstreaming the culture of innovation and experimentation by looking for “out of box” solutions, data, and disruptive technologies. This way, we transform public policymaking for impact.

SECTORS

- HEALTHCARE
- ENVIRONMENT
- TOURISM
- AGRICULTURE
- JUSTICE
- ENTREPRENEURSHIP
- EDUCATION/EMPLOYMENT
- TOURISM
- TAX
EDU2WORK ONLINE PLATFORM

Traditional research + Data innovation + Foresight

nesta
ARMENIAN IT ECOSYSTEM/TENDENCIES

DATA SCIENCE VACANCIES IN ARMENIA

- Vacancies
- Openings in YSU
- Openings in AUA, RAU and YSU
CHALLENGES

• Limited representation of the market
• Sectoral coverage bias
• Announcement text bias
• Job description parser
• Multilingual data
THANK YOU

FIND US:

www.sdglab.am
@ArmeniaSDGLab
@ArmeniaSDGLab